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[There are no amendments to this patent.]

Problem

The objective of the present invention is to provide a multifunctional electronic part in

which a plurality of mounted constituent elements with different electronic functions constitute a

single electronic part, and a voltage-controlled oscillator that enables the board surface area to be

made smaller by mounting the multifunctional electronic part.

Means to solve

The multifanctional electronic pari, in which a resistor and a capacitor arc connected in

parallel between mounting conductor electrodes 22, 23. can be constituted by providing a

resistor 24 on live surface oi s.o msubted Uiysr oxcept the surfaces oo o rach aoomhea. conductor

Cv ' - Os
N

* N
h>f ope . pjut , 21 pi wdedvuth iK nut a wondut tot

electrodes 22. 23 on two opposing surfaces. By connecting such a multifunctional electronic part

to the emitter electrode of a transistor for oscillating a voltage-controlled oscillator, for example,

the number of elements that constitute the voltage-controlled oscillator can be reduced by one. as

compared with the prior art.

ClaitiM

1 . A multifunctional electronic part characterized in that it comprises:

a first mounting conductor electrode and a second mounting conductor electrode for

electrical connection to the outside, a plurality of first conductor layers electrically and physically

connected i-> why the aforementioned fust mourning conduct*. -t electrode, a plurality of second

conductor layers electrically and physically connected to only the aforementioned second



moaming conductor electrode, a laminated ceramic capacitor formed with msuhuinc Lv-vts

t <. fUCCl , S v v v •

that the ah ; c; i ..'iil.ii ] first conductor layers and ih J n lioned s. d conductor layers

appear alternately between the aforementioned insulating layers,

and a km hi diat i h t \ s

iaye:mc>foafo larauoOed ceramic capacUss^exccpt where dm afoommubooed instl end second

mounting conductor electrodes are termed, and that is also electrical iy and physically connected to

the aforementioned first and second mounting conductor electrodes.

2. The multifunctional electronic pari o! Claim 1 characterized in that the form of the

aforementioned compound function electronic compound is that of a rectangular parallelepiped.

in that the aforementioned first and second mounting conductor electrodes are formed on

two opposing surfaces,

and in that the aforementioned resistor is formed on a surface of one of the aforementioned

insulating layers on at least one of tour surfaces, which excludes the loss surfaces on winch said

first and second mounting conductor electrodes are formed.

3. Manufacturing method for a multifunctional electronic part that has a resistive function

and a capacitive function, characterized in that

after first conductor layers and second conductor layers and insulating layers are

successively formed so that the aforementioned insulating layers are between and on either side of

the aforementioned first and second conductor layers, and

.km m utj the aforementioned insulating

layers,

in that a first mounting conductor electrode for electrical connection to the outside is

termed to he ehatikalh and physically u nneUed to die aforementioned f rst e< uductm layers ind

the aforementioned resistor.

and in that a second mounting conductor electrode for electrical connection to the outside

is formed to be electrical!} and physically cot met ted to the aforementioned second conductor

layers and the aforementioned resistor

4. The multifunctional electronic part manufacturing method of Claim 3 characterized in

that the admittance of the aforementioned compound function electronic compound is measured

altct ih don menu md n n to jmtion ik k\m nn part is gained,

in that the resistance value of the resistance portion is taken from the real part of the

measured admittance value,

and in that the capacitance value of the capacitance portion is taken from the imaginary part

of the measured admittance value.

5. A multifunctional electronic part characterized in that it comprises
-
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a first mounting conductor electrode and a second mounting conductor electrode for

electrical connection to The outside, a plurality of first conductor layers electrically and physically

connected to only die aforementioned f\-i mounting cond uctor electrode., a plurality of second

conductor layers electrically and physically connected to only die aforementioned second

no nuiting conductor electrode, a laminated ceramic capacitor that is formed with insulating layers

kuweu - >! die uton mentioned pluralities of first and second conductor layers so

that the aforementioned first conductor layers and the aforementioned second conductor layers

appear alternately between the aforementioned insulating layers.

and an inductor poneou that n Ponied nidi a km--resistance conductive nmtesnd on a

snrlaeeof]at leas? one oil the aloresneotioued omoiatnig .foyers of sato iamuiated ceuume

capacitor except where the aforementioned toot and second mounting conductor electrodes are

formed, and that is also electrically and physically connected to die aforementioned lust and

second mounting conductor electrodes.

6. The multifunctional electronic pan. of Claim 5 characterized in that the loom of the

aforementioned rmiluiunedonai electronic part ts thai of a rectangular parallelepiped.

in that the aforementioned first and second mounting conductor electrodes' arc formed on

two opposing surfaces.

<. U , U till.

ariwucn -n, , e^ > >

on which said first and second mounting conductor electrodes are formed,

7. A manufacturing method tor a multifunctional electronic part that has a resistive

function and a eapacitive function, characterized in that

after first conductor layers and second conductor layers and insulating layers are

successively formed so that the aforementioned insulating layers arc between and on either side

the aforementioned first and second conductor layers.

mooduotea: pot . is .formed on on ofosfoo sertaec of go. least one ot'l die a free rectibooed

inse; ad o a- t ;

in that a first mounting conductor electrode for electrical connection to the outside is

formed to be electrically and physically connected to the aforementioned first conductor layers and

the aforementioned inductor pattern,

and m that a second mounting conductor electrode fin- ekvtued connectmn to the outside

is formed to be cIclIik dlx and physically connected to the aforementioned second, conductor

layers and the aforementioned inductor pattern.

8. The multifunctional electronic part manufacturing method of Claim 7 characterized in

that thejo.-- . * -ie s v!nj

niter the \, - oo - ;

1

fo o a a electronic part is «\i
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9. \ w.foag..-,>wu<'lled 'sciliau'i in which the emulation frequence b changed with a

control voltage,

characterized in that it comprises;

a multifunctional electronic part comprising a first mounting conductor electrode and a

second mounting conductor electrode for electrical connection to the outside, a plurality of first

conductor layers electrically and physically connected to only the aforementioned first mounting

conductor electrode, a plurality of second conductor layers electrically and physically connected to

only the aforementioned second mounting conductor electrode, . laminated ceramic capacitor

formed with insulating layers between and on ei ther side of the aforementioned first and second

conductor layers so that the aforementioned first conductor layers and the second conductor layers

appear alternately between the aforementioned insulating layers, and a resistor formed on a surface

of [at least one of] The aforementioned insulating layers of said laminated ceramic capacitor except

where the aforementioned first and second mounting conductor electrodes are formed while also

being electrically and physically connected with the aforementioned first and second mounting

conductor electrodes.

10. The voltage-controlled oscillator of Claim 9. characterized in that it comprises a

resonance circuit composed of an inductor and a voltage-variable capacitor,

and a DC-biased transistor for producing an oscillating output, to the control electrode of

which the aforementioned resonance circuit is connected,

and in that a resistor and capacitor, which are connected in parallel with one common end

connected to the emitter electrode of the aforementioned oscillation transistor, constitute the

aforementioned multifunctional electronic part

I 1. A voltage-controlled oscillator in which the oscillation frequency is changed with

control voltage,

chat reteifoed in that it comprises

a multifunctional electronic part comprising a first mounting conductor electrode and a

second mounting conductor electrode tor electrical connection to the outside, a plurality of first

conductor layers electrically and physically connected with only the aforementioned first

mounting conductor electrode, a plurality of second conductor layers electrically and physically

connected to only the aforementioned second mounting conductor electrode, a laminated ceramic

capat iter formed with insulating layers between and on either side o! the aforementioned first and

second conductor layers so that the aforementioned first conductor layers and the second

conductor layers appear alternately between the aforementioned insulating layers, and an inductor

pan rn formed with ifow-rc ummn eondmnw mater ul on i varfae of fit lean one of j the

aforementioned insulating layer of said laminated capacitor except where the aforementioned first
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an! i oiai mounting eonduc ^ deem aIhik! \l k il^k iliI tnc. Jl> m pltSMCally

connected to the aforementioned first and second mounting conductor electrodes.

12. The vott'age-eonlrolled oscillator of Claim 1 1 characterized in that it comprises a

resonance circuit composed of an inductor and a voltage-variable capacitor,

and a DC-biased transistor for producing an oscillating output, to the control electrode of

which die aforementioned resonance circuit is connected.

and in that the inductor which constitutes the aforementioned resonance circuit and the

capacitor, which is used for temperature compensation and is connected in parallel with said

inductor constituted by the aforementioned multifunctional electronic part.

I ination of the invention

[0001]

Technical field of the invention

The present invention relates to a multifunctional electronic part in which electronic

constituent elements that have different electrical functions arc formed, a manufacturing method

therefore, and to a voltage-controlled oscillator equipped therewith.

[00021

Prior art

The circuit configuration of a voltage-controlled oscillator used in the prior art is shown in

figure 1 . The circuit configuration <-l the voltage-contrulled oscillator shown in figure 1 is the

same as that of the vohagewontroifod oscillator oi the present invention, so thai its configuration

will he explained briefly immediately and in detail further below. In the voltage-controlled

oscillator shown in htgute ! . resonance circuit \ composes a varactor dtode D. inductors 11 and

1 \ and capacitors C i C2, C3 and i 4 Gyotor circuit B comprises an nnn transistor II
,
capacitors

C5. €6 and C7 and resistors RL Rfo R3 and R4. Amplifier circuit C comprises an sign transistor

12, an inductor 1.3. capacitors C8, C9. C 1 0 and foil , and resistors R 1 , R2 and R4.

fOOOTj

In the voltage-controlled oscillator shown in f igure i. the electronic components that

constitute each circuit clement are mounted on a boaid as shown figure 9. Namely, a 2 -transistor,

single-package type transistor * m vl ah transistors fo 12 are configured as one electronic

uj a>nt and i hh--tfo\ vkc i luan.t nitRitt <. istiu a- tlx i uO> w no u mmss v.r

moiinted on substrate 4. The electronic components mounted on substrate 4 are one. 2 -transistor,

single-package type transistor R one varaetor diode 2, and fifteen other chip type electronic

components 3. so that a total of seventeen electronic components are mounted. Moreover.
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ill tgh at lawn, .inductors a rmed as conductor j tterrrs by printing and firii >> Sueth

paste on substrate 4.

[0004]

The continued demand in recent years to make voltage-controlled oscillators that are

constituted with a plurality of elements in this way smaller has been responded to by mounting the

plurality of elements mure densely, it has also been responded to by reducing the number of

components by using multifunctional parts for the mounted constituent elements, as has been

proposed for other devices besides voltage-Controlled oscillators in Japanese Kokai Patent

Application No. Met 9j 1997] -283704.

[0005]

Problems to be solved by the invention

Current high-density mounting technology for small electronic components is nearing its

limitations, where the surface area of substrate 4 on which the seventeen electronic components

are mounted, as shown in Figure 0, is 5.0 mm x 4.6 mm. Making the size of the mounted electronic

components themselves smaller lues been considered, but miniaturization of the electronic

components is accompanied by manufacturing difficulties. And in terms of circuit performance,

die number of mounted constituent elements cannot be further reduced.

[0006]

A multifunctional electronic part with a resistance portion and a capacitance portion, as

disclosed in Japanese Kofcai Patent No. lies 9[1997]~283704 has been proposed; it is configured so

that Ok o t tin postam md be , r mo }
o n <. a he > nneu.d m mo . hi t n t m para lei

as in the circuit configuration of Figure 1 . In addition, in order to make the capacitance of the

capacitor portion larger, the area of the dielectric film and the electrodes that form the capacitor

portion must be increased, so that the area of the semiconductor substrate on which they are

formed must also be increased.

[0007]

In addition, voltage-controlled oscillators require a trimming process, in which conductor

patterns incorporated into the board must be burned off with a laser, etc., to correct the variation of

the inductance or the inductor part and thereby adjust the oscillation frequency.
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[0008]

In consideration of such problems, the objective of the present invention is to provide a

multifunctional electronic pan in xvhieh a plurality of mounted constituent elements with different

electrical functions are constituted as a single electronic part, a manufacturing method therefore,

and a voltage-controlled oscillator, whereby the board surface area can be reduced by mounting

the multifunctional electronic part.

[0009]

Means to solve the problems

hi order to realize the aforementioned objective, the multifunctional electronic part ol

Claim I is characterized in I hat it comprises a first mounting conductor electrode and a second

mounting conductor electrode for electrical connection to the outside, a plurality of first conductor

layers electrically and physically connected to only the aforementioned first mounting conductor

electrode, a plurality of second conductor layers electrically and physically connected to only the

aforementioned second mounting conductor electrode, a laminated ceramic capacitor formed with

an insulating layer between and on cither stele of the aforementioned first and second conductor

layers, so that the aforementioned first conductor layers and the aforementioned second conductor

layers appear alternately between the aforementioned insulating layers, end a resistor farmed on a

surface of [at least one of] the aforementioned insulating layers of said laminated ceramic

capacitor except where the aforementioned first and second mounting conductor electrodes are

formed, and that is also electrically and physically connected with the aforementioned first and

second mounting conductor electrodes.

[00 1 0
]

In sasd multifunctional electronic part., the capacitance portion is formed by forming first

and \euiikKonamt,>i ho. ^ I a conn uanv matcmd mch a sjh i- or m!\ci palladium

Side of each of several aweharrw hoars harmed mom a glass- ceo.erhe material in whmh an.

tmuium nknui sd ts ti en in oik 1 nun om o iidoiu u Hen no ^>th i the

s \ first mounting conductor electrode

electrically mid physically connected to the first conductor layers, and a second mounting

conclucum electrode electrically and physically connected to the second conductor layers are

provided on both Sides of the capacitance portion. The surfaces of the capacitance portion, except

the surfaces on w inch the first and second mounting conductor electrodes are connected, ae

C U ' !<_,

ruthenium oxide, on a surface of [at least one of| the insulating layers > be electrically and

phvsmnily connected to the ihst and second oh nut uu mmdmrn* cbwiwdv- In tins was. a
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iltifuoetioi 'it,
1

;, tii mic part that has > resistance p rticm and a capacitance portion c t iected i

parallel b ,\Ws m v *
t

' m - i i h v. h • >duod

[0011]

In said multifunctional electronic part of Claim 2, the form, of the aforementioned

multifunctional electronic part is that of a rectangular parallelepiped, the aforementioned first and

second mounting conductor electrodes are .fanned on two opposing surfaces, and the

aforementioned resistor is formed on a surface of one of the aforementioned insulating layers on at

least one of four surfaces excluding the two surfaces on which said first and second mounting

conductor ekvUmfm am tunned

[00 12]

fhe manufacturing method for a multifunctional electronic part that lias a resistive

function and a capacitive function of Claim 7 is characterized in that after the aforementioned first

and second conductor layers and tire aforementioned insulating layer are successively formed so

that the insulating la cos are 1 rmed betu en an on cither side ofth< first conductor iayei and lb

second conductor layers a resistor is formed on an outside surface of [at least one of] the

aforementioned insulating layers the first mounting conductor electrode tor electrical connection

to the outside is formed to be electrically and physically connected to tire aforementioned first

conductor layer and the aforementioned resistor, and in that the second mounting conductor

electrode for electrical connection to the outside is formed to be electrically and physically

connected to the aforementioned second conductor layer and the aforementioned resistor.

[0013]

In tm \ i\ nu.div.ctot itanc
f
«!o!oniod> m mine no thmm I mm md condmto,

layers as in fhe conventional teefnof a \ . * ^
1

u - ^ s , Han h>

solder-plating with silver paste to connect the mounting conductor electrodes on two opposing

surfaces to the sides of the capacitance part where the resistor, which is the resistance part, is

formed in this wave the first conductor layers and the resistor ore electrically and physically

connected to the first mounting conductor electrode, and the- second conductor layers and the

resistor are electrically and physically connected to the second mourning conductor electrode.

[0014]

As described in (.'hum A. the admittance of the aforementioned imilt ifuucuonai electronic

pari is measured after the aforementioned niuhifunctionai electronic part is formed, and the
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resistance value of the resistance portion is taken from the real part of the measured admiuar.ee.

and the capaelemec value of the capacitance portion is taken than the imaginary part value of the

measured adm i nance

.

[0015]

The multifunctional electronic pan of Claim 5 is characterized in that it comprises a first

mounting conductor electrode and a second mounting conductor electrode for electrical

connection to the- outside, a plurality of first conductor layers electrically and physically connected

to only the aforementioned first mounting conductor electrode, a plurality of second conductor

layers electrically and physically connected to only the aforementioned second mounting

eonductoi ektOixL Inn irk 'tti uni<~ » apauh a it it i \ wa,i

aforementioned first, conductor layers and trie aforementioned second conductor layers appear

alternately between the aforementioned insulating layers, and an inductor pattern that h formed

with a low-resistance conductive material on a surface of (at least one of I
the aforementioned:

insulating layers of said laminated ceramic capacitor except where the aforementioned first and

second mounting conductor electrodes are formed, and that is also electrically and physically

connected to the aforementioned first and second mounting conductor electrodes.

1001 6

j

In said mulfi.function.al electronic part, the capacitance ponton is formed by forming first

and second conductor layers of a conductive materia!, snch as silver or silver palladium, on either

side of each of several insulating layers foamed from a glass ceramic material in which an

insulating material, such as titanium oxide, bars urn oxide or lead oxide has been mixed so thai, the

insulating layers are between the conductor layers A first mounting conductor electrode

electrically and physically connected with the first conductor layers mid a second mounting

conductor electrode eleeincaify and physically connected to the second layers are provided on

both sides of the capacitance portion. These surfaces of the capacitance portion, except the

surfaces on which the first and second m i n tig , e » m \w , vo eo

o i,- ,e fo ~
; o i ? fo doc tern tied hoi ond native n w- ad such as

Silver or Silver palladium, en a surface of for least one ofj the insulating layers to be electrically and

physically connected to the first and Second mounting conductor electrodes, hi tins way. a

multifiisictionai electronic part that has an inductance portion and a capacitance portion connected

in parallel between die first, and second mounting conductor electrodes is produced.
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[0017]

In .said rami tifunc tional electronic part of Claim 6, the form of the aforementioned

1

i via! electronic pail is tl fa ret iral Mb i itmtioned fir nd

second mounting conductor electrodes are termed on two opposing surfaces, and the

aforement ioned inductor pattern is formed on a surface of one of the aforementioned insulating

layers on at least one of tour surfaces excluding the two surfaces on which said first and second

mounting conductor electrodes are formed.

I0018|

The manufacturing method for a multifunctional electronic part that has a resistive

function and a capacih ve function of Claim ? is characterised in that, after the aforementioned first

and second conductor layers and the aforementioned insulating layers arc successively formed so

that the insulating layers are between and on either side of the first conductor layers and the second

conductor layers, an inductor pattern is formed on an outside surface of fat least one of) the

aforementioned insulating layers with a low-resistance conductive material,, a first mounting

conductor electrode for electrical connection to the outside is formed to be electrically and

physically connected to the aforementioned first conductor layers and the aforementioned inductor

pattern, and the second mounting conductor electrode for elec trical connection to the outside is

formed to be electrically and physically connected to the aforementioned second conductor layers.

[0019]

In this way, after the capacitance part is formed by alternately terming an insulating layer

between conductor layers as in the conventional technolor wan okka to?

printing the pattern with s- lives paste w wreen printing, etc.. the sorface oi He- msufuing layer

Then, by solder-plating the silver paste to connect the mounting conductor electrodes on two

opposing surfaces to the sides of the capacitance pari where the inductor pattern, which is the

inductive part, is formed in this way, the first conductor layers and the inductor pattern are

electrical!) and physically connected to the first mounting conductor electrode, and the second

conductor layers and the inductor pattern are electrically and physically connected to the second

mounttng cond actor c I c c irode

.

[0020]

( I iiin s tin ^ > nu i i in ot m, ii L n tn w. I multifunctional electronic

part can also be measured alter ihe aforementioned mulriuuiOi n u eiectronie part is formed.
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(002
1

|

The voltage-controlled oscillator in which the oscillation frequency is changed with a

control voltage, of Claim 9 is characterized in that >t comprises a nmltifunctional electronic part

comprising a first, mounting conductor electrode and a second mounting conductor electrode for

electrical connection to the outside, a plurality (if first conductor layers electrically and physically

connected to only the aforementioned first mounting conductor electrode, a plurality of second

conductor layers electrically and physically connected to only the aforementioned second

mounting conductor electrode, a laminated ceramic capacitor formed with insulating layers

between and on either side of the aforementioned first and second conductor layers such that the

aforementioned fust conductor layers and the second conductor layers appear alternately between

the .aforementioned insulating layers, and a resistor .formed on a surface of fat least one ofj the

aforementioned insulating layers of said laminated ceramic capacitor except w here the

aforementioned first and second mounting conductor electrodes are formed while also being

electrically and physically connected to the aforementioned fust and second mounting conductor

electrodes.

[0022]

The voltage-controlled oscillator of Claim 10 is characterized in that the voltage-controlled

oscillator of Claim 9 contains a resonance circuit composed of an inductor and a voltage-variable

capacitor and a DC-biased oscillation transistor, to the control electrode of which the

aforementioned resonance circuit is connected, and in that a resistor and a capacitor, winch are

connected in parallel with one common end connected to the emitter electrode of the

aforementioned oscillation transistor, constitute the aforementioned multifunctional electronic

part.

[0023]

the voltage-controlled oscillator of Claim 1 !, in which the oscillation frequency is

exchanged with control voltage is characterised in that it comprises a mult i functional electronic

pao comprising a first mounting conductor electrode and a second mounting conductor electrode

for electrical connection to the outside, a plurality of first conductor layers electrically and

physically connected to only the aforementioned first mounting conductor electrode, a plurality of

second conductor layers electrically and physically connected to only die aforementioned second

mounting conductor electrode, a laminated ceramic capacitor formed with insulating layers

between and on cUhu Mde tl e itotemenij. no tn t i -d second c num. tot Unci*, so that the

aforementioned first conductor layers and the second conductor layers appear alternately between

the aforementioned insulating layers, and an inductor pattern formed with a low-resistance
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conducive materia! on a surface of [at least one of] the aforementioned insulating layers of said

laminated capacitor except where the aforementioned First and second mounting conductor

electrodes are formed while also being electrical!} and physically connected to the aforementioned

first and second mounting conductor electrodes.

[0024]

The voltage-controlled oscillator of CIaim 12 is characterized in that the voltage-controlled

oscillator of Claim 1 1 contains a resonance circuit composed of an inductor and a voltage-variable

capac itor, and a PC-biased oscillation transistor, to the control electrode of which the

aforementioned resonance circuit is connected, and in that the inductor, which constitutes the

aforementioned resonance circuit and the capacitor, which is used for temperature compensation

and is connected in parallel with said inductor are constituted by the aforementioned

multifunctional electronic part.

[002SJ

Embodiments of the in centum

Voltage-controlled oscillator circuit configuration

The voltage-controlled oscillator of the present invention has the circuit configuration

shown in Figure L like a voltage-controlled oscillator of the prior art. In the voltage-controlled

oscillator shown in Figure I , inductor LI arid capacitor C 1, to the common end ofwhich control

voltage VT is applied: varactor diode D, the cathode end of which is connected to the other end of

inductor I I and the anode side of which is grounded: capacitor C.2. one end of which is connected

to the connection node on the cathode side ol inductor LI and variable varactor f): inductor 1.2 and

capacitor (23, which are connected at one end to the other end of capacitor C2 and the other ends of

which are grounded; and capacitor C4, one end titWhich is connected to the connection node of

capacitors (.22 and €3, are provided, thereby constituting resonance circuit A.

[0026]

In resonance circuit A. in order to supply voltage to control the capacitance of varactor

diode IX a low pass niter, formed by inductor LI and capacitor 01, is used A parallel resonance

circuit is also formed by inductor 12, composed of a 2/4 strip line resonator, capacitor C3, which is

a temperature-compensating element, and varactor diode D. Input of the DC component to a

subsequent circuit stage is prevented by capacitor (24. Here, one terminal of capacitor CI is

grounded.
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10027]

Gyrator circuit B comprises npn transistor Tl, which is connected to the other end of

capacitor C.4. which passes the voltage from resonance c ircuit A of said transistor: to the base

capacitor C5, which is connected between the base and emitter of transistor Tl; resistors Rl and

R2. the common end of which is connected to the base of transistor Ti; capacitor Co and resistor

R3, the common end of which is connected to the emitter of transistor T I , with the other terminals

grounded: capacitor €7, one end of which is connected to the collector of transistor Tl and the

other end of which is grounded; and resistor R4, one end of which is connected to the other end of

resistor R2. Here, the other end of resistor Rl is grounded.

[0028]

in addition, amplifier circuit C comprises resistors Rl, R2 and R4: npn transistor 12, the

base of which is connected to the other end of resistor R2 and the emitter of which is connected to

the collector of transistor 13: capacitors C'9 and CIO and inductor 1.3, the common end ofwhich is

connected to the collector of transistor 122; and capacitor C1L one end of which is connected to the

other end of inductor 13. Mere, the other ends of capacitors C9 and CI i are grounded, and the

other end of resistor R4 is connected to the other end of inductor L2>. In addition, bias voltage VD

is applied to the connection node of resistor R4, inductor L?> and capacitor CU.

[0029]

With this constitution, gyrator circuit B stabilizes and outputs a frequency that satisfies the

oscillation requirements of resonance circuit A. and the oscillation signal ofgyrator circuit B is

amplified by amplifier circuit C. which operates as an active circuit for a Colpitts oscillator along

with gyrator circuit B. Then the oscillation signal that is amplified in this way is output as a signal

with the DC component removed by capacitor C 1 0 from output terminal 01 IT. which is connected

to the other end of capacitor CI 0. At this tune, transistor 11 operates as an oscillation transistor,

while tmuostot 1 2 one iV.„. ia , mpl Iwath i t an ,i ..<n

[0030]

The voltage-controlled oscillator shown in Figure S is used in each of the embodiments

explained bolow 1 las in each of the embodiments below, it is assumed that the mul ti functional

electronic part is used with the voltage-controlled oscillator shown in Figure I
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First embodiment

A first embodiment of the present invention will be explained with reference to the

attached figures. Figure 2 shows an oblique view and an equivalent, circuit diagram that, illustrates

the configuration of the multifunctional electronic part that has a resistance portion and a

capacitance portion provided for the voltage-controlled oscillator of Figure i. Figure 3 is a cross

section i the compound iu.ncti oal electronic c mponent f Figure 2, 1 gure 4 is a block dh i

showing the relationship between the multifunctional electronic part of figure 2 and an inspection

device,

[0032]

I tit. multif UKt! i Je V.o u pai 2 ^ n to !hL evteuaJ < bin ik ww\ a I i no ">{ O is

multifunctional electronic part in winch a resistor and a capacitor are connected in parallel, as

shown by the equivalent circuit diagram of Figure 2(b). The multifunctional electronic part shown

in Figure 2(a) includes resistor 24. which is formed on one surface on which, mounting conductor

electrodes 22, 23 are not formed, in rectangulaj-parallelepiped chip-type capacitor 2! that has a

laminated ceramic structure provided with mounting conductor electrodes 22, 23 on two opposing

faces on two sides.

|0033

I

With the multifunctional electronic part of figure 2(a), chip-type capacitor 2F which is a

laminated ceramic capacitor, is formed by conductor layers 31a, the ends at one side surface of

which are electrically and physically connected to mounting conductor electrode 22, conductor

layers 31b, the ends at one side surface of winch are electrically and physically connected to

mounting conductor electrode 23, and insulating layers 32. which appear alternately, as in the

cross section of Figure 3. Conductor layers 31a. 31b are made of silver, silver palladium, etc.. and

nsuOit ug h\ wn "J an made < 1 a gla * cetamu ncti, lal >n which muwnlitms m tetiai satins

tUa'iihi'Ok,. dnii'i \ v * c d s vL 1 ^ w ) ii i eJ hi thn case, the end sui faces p !

conductor layers 3 i a opposite the end surfaces connected to mounting conductor electrode 22 are

not connected to mounting conductor electrode 23. hike wise, the end surfaces of conductor

layers 31b opposite the end surfaces connected to mounting conductor electrode 23 are not

connected to mounting conductor electrode 22.

[0034]

Resistor 24 is formed will's a resistive material, such as ruthenium oxide, r

of clap-type capacitor 21 formed in this way. Mounting conductor electrodes 22,

n the top surface

23 arc. formed
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with a U shape so that resistor 24 formed on chip-type capacitor 21 can he electrically and

physically connected to mounting conductor electrodes 22. 23. Moreover, although it is not shown,

i ptoleune dim t-, - \ . - , - n N
-

llllllll:

[0035]

With the multifunctional electronic pan configured as in Figure 2 and Figure 3. first, a

laminated ceramic capacitor on which conductor layers 31a, 31b and insulating layers 32. are

laminated is formed by forming a conductive materia I. such as silver or stiver palladium, and a

glass euama n aim sal to he apphed b\ oui, p mtmc- a h \x 2: w '
f ^

scmes>an.;nnug a : resistive laat-aricd or; one surface est the bmimued ceramic- eaomrior thus

iki m nmtma n Jit du • lhs ' N

2 > arc dutnc dl ummaed wit!

resistor 24 and conductor layers 3 ! a. Bib by connecting mounting conductor electrodes 22, 23 by

solder-plating with silver paste on two opposing surfaces of the laminated ceramic capacitor where

resistor 24 is formed.

|00361

The admittance of this nudlifunetiona! electronic part can be measured by connecting

mounting conductor electrodes 22 13 of multifunctional electronic pari to the Fads 43 43 of

measuring device 4 1 , which is an impedance analyzer, which can measure the admittance of the

electronic pari, as shown in Figure 4. Thai is, when the admittance Y = G 4- jX of multifunctional

ooMi.-mc pan 40 n- measured Us lesisumcc wdl he 1 ti and its capacitance will k Xgrrfthcte i

is the Iwcpanm > i dn \t \ m vio t th ,s a d dun nuatu il with murium Jcou 41).

[0037]

The number of components that are mounted in a voltage-controlled oscillator provided

with such a multifunctional electronic part, as shown in Figure 5, will be one 2-transistor,

on k j Jdos -\ , it 'i s r

1

o>k < JkxIc ? . nd
1 nnteen oihei dup t\pe ekattonn

components 3, including the multifunctional electronic part, mounted on substrate 4. era total of

sixteen, in this case, a mounting spacing of at least 0.2 mm between components is ensured, the

same as in the prior art, but the number of components is reduced by one. compared with the prior

art. so the si/e of substrate 4 can be 4.6 mm \ 4.0 mm. Thus, the surface area tan be reduced by

around 8% corn pared with the size of a conventional substrate.
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[0038J

Second embodiment

A second embodiment of the present invention will he explained with reference to die

'iid hgures 1 i arc 6 sh nvs a obii jue 1 lev. md in equh 1 nt circuit diag; i n sh >v hg il t

configuration of a nruUi functional electronic part that has an inductance portion and a capacitance

portion provided for the voitage-controiied oscillator m this embodiment. Figure 7 is a cross

section of the multifunctional electronic part of Figure 6. Figure 8 is a block diagram showing the

i it ip bet the n uhi i i
1

1 uc part of Ftgi I an pee! ievi Ik

in Figures 6 and 7. parts with equivalent functions are those for the multifunctional electronic part

in Figure 2 and Figure 3 and their detailed explanations arc omitted.

[0039]

The nuihrfunctional electronic part shown in die external oblique view of Hgure 6(a) is a

multifunctional electronic part in which an inductor and a capacitor are connected in parallel as

shown by the equivalent circuit diagram of Figure 6(b), and is a mulli functional electronic part that

forms inductor L2 and capacitor C3 of Figure 1. The multifunctional electronic part shown in

lOgum ! Ss^O'iUvNlMdOv iMOTtv " ^.'Oi,'* iOi^O.uO.OMxq
v. - d nw a uiat paotllcleptpcd ship type

capacitor 21 that has a laminated ceramic structure wherein mounting conductor electrodes 22, 23

are provided on two opposing surfaces on two sides.

[0040]

In the mnitifunetional electronic part of figure 6(a), chip-type capacitor 21, which is a

laminated ceramic capacitor, is formed by conductor layers 3 fa. the ends at one side surface of

which are electrically and physically connected to mounting conductor electrode 22, conductor

layers 31b, the end at one side surface of which is electrically and physically connected to

mounting conductor electrode 23. and insulating layers 33, which appear alternately, as in hie

cross sec don ol Figure 7 hie du fuo em hi diment

[0041]

Idlwdnd s paste *

On ,
v Mmntuy^i m h e< J,e> Uode,> 22 2>

are formed with all shape so that inductor pattern 31 formed on chip-type capacitor 21 can be

electrically and physically connected to mounting conductor electrodes 22, 23, Moreover,

although it is not shown, a protective him is provided on the surface of the insulating layer 32 on

which inductor pattern 5 j is formed

.
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[0042]

With the multifunctional electronic part configured as m Figures 6 and 7., like the first

embodiment, first a laminated ceramic capacitor on which conductor layers 3 ia, 31b and

insulating lasers 32 arc applied is formed by .terming a conductive material, such, as silver or silver

palladium, and a glass ceramic material with screen -printing. Next, inductor pattern 51 is formed

b\ sLKcn-prmnng a e -no n u
* v Hut iinH'nMii' u idu idO' i^d'' 2 ue ek< tta alh c eucUed to mductoj

pattern 5 1 and conductor layers 31a, 31b by connecting mounting conductor electrodes 22, 23 by

solder-plating the silver paste on two opposing sur laces of the laminated ceramic capacitor on

which inductor pattern 5 1 is formed.

(0043]

The resonance frequency of the multifunctional electronic part is measured by connecting

leads 82, 83 from measuring device 81, which is a network analyzer, which can measure the

amplitude of the current flowing through the electronic part, to mounting conductor

electrodes 22, 23 of multifunctional electronic part 80. as shown in Figure 8. That is, the

frequency characteristics relative to the amplitude of the current Towing through multifunctional

electronic part 80 are measured, arid the frequency at which the current amplitude start;, to

decrease is detected as the resonance frequency.

[0044]

The multifunctional electronic part tor which the resonance frequency is measured in this

way can constitute a resonance circuit thai has frequency characteristics corresponding to the

i^u'latton hequenev aed h a\ It e> i otUtoiled u\o! h i t it tmg m the porttm that

constitutes inductor 1.2 and capacitor C3 of resonance circuit A of the voltage-controlled oscillator.

Changing the oscillation frequency of the voltage-controlled oscillator car; be accommodated by

using a multifunctional electronic pari, with a different resonance frequency, so that the process of

trimming the inductor pattern conductor width, as was done in the poor art, can he dispensed with,

and the frequency can be easily adjusted, in addition, it will not be necessary to provide inductor

I
tern ms )st tt <. i d e! dim elections ^ if uetit ir m unted o\i done nthepii-a

att no that iW mu hum am. <>t > e ii'Mok e m '< < reduced by the amount of mounting area where

the inductor patterns were provided.
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[0045]

Here, in the voltage-controlled oscillator shown in Figure 1. both the mul.ti.ftfactional

electronic- pans explained in the first and second embodiments are mounted. In this way, the

surface area of the substrate constituted by the voltage-controlled oscillator can be made even

smaller, and the voltage-controlled oscillator can be made even smaller. The multifunctional

electronic pan of the present invention is also not limited to the forms of the first and second

embodiments. For example, the resistor or impedance pattern can be formed on another surface of

the insulating layer of the chip-type capacitor, or the resistor or impedance pattern can be formed

on a plurality of insulating layer surfaces of the chip type capacitor.

[0046]

hffects of the invention

With the present invention a multifunctional electronic pan in winch a capacitance portion

and a resistance portion are connected in parallel., or a capacitance portion and an inductance

portion are connected in parallel, between first and second mounting conductor electrodes, can be

constructed by forming a resistor or inductor pattern on a surface offal least one of] the insulating

layers of a conventional chip-type capacitor. Thus, because it is possible to provide a

multifunctional electronic part of approximately the same size as a conventional chip-type

capacitor, the surface area of the substrate on which it is mounted can be reduced for various types

of circuit configurations.

[0047j

When a multifunctional electronic pan in which a capacitance portion and an inductance

pom <n in. om.M cd m p a foj o used with < v fo !m-. no oik J hm ilhuoi octane tin. u ^onaiui.

frequency of the multifunctional electronic part can be measured beforehand, it o; not necessary to

trim the inductor pattern with a laser, etc., to adjust the frequency., as was done in the prior art, and

the oscillation frequency of the voltage-controlled oscillator can be set easily by selecting and

providing a compound function electronic element with a resonance frequency according to the

oscillation frequency of the voltage-controlled oscillator.

hsfLl dcsuH t
1

i ii ut *

Figure I is a circuit diagram showing the configuration of a voltage-controlled oscillator.

figure 2 is an external oblique view and an equivalent circuit diagram showing the

configuration of a .multifunctional electronic part, in a first embodiment,

I gure wis i ero -.-....m n showing the intern > uratioi o the mulrifuncti nal

eki.tn.nn. pn?m tfo iim' mo 'until
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Figure 4 shows the re! all n f
<

"• i the multifunctional eleetmnic part of the first

embodiment and a meter.

Figure 5 is a iayout diagram of the electronic components on she substrate surface on v. Inch

the compound function electronic- element of the first embodiment is mounted.

Figure 6 is an external oblique view and an equivalent circuit diagram showing the

configuration of a niultiiunciioiial electronic part in a second embodiment.

Figure 7 is a cross section showing the internal configuration of the multifunctional

electronic part of the second embodiment.

Figure 8 shows the relationship between the multifunctional electronic part of the second

embodiment and a meter.

Figure 9 is a iayout diagram of the electronic components on the substrate surface on which

the electronic components that constitute the conventional voltage-controlled oscillator are

mounted.

Explanation of sym bols
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